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Overview
This is a guide for advisers (accountants, financial advisers and payroll professionals) using OptEnrol™ (OE), a
specialist online processing service from Forth that allows advisers to provide an ongoing AE service to all
their employer clients in a straightforward and scalable way. OE only requires you to have access to the
internet. No additional software is needed.
The PensionSync (PS) integration enables you to create pension schemes with any pension brand signed up
to PS and then send scheme contributions directly to the pension provider without the need to download
CSV files from OE for subsequent uploading to the pension provider1.
This guide covers the configuration and behaviour of the PS integration. It should be read as a supplement
to the existing guide for running assessments in PS and assumes that you are familiar with running
assessments.

1

The extent of the automation with pension providers is limited to that provided by PS.
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PensionSync (PS) Configuration
Before OE assessments can be processed via PS it is necessary to set up the employer and schemes in both
OE and PS.
PS allows You to:
1. set up schemes
2. view and extract details of schemes2 and
3. view the status of contribution data that has been sent from OE.
The following sections detail how to get an employer set up for PS.

Enable Employer in PS
An Adviser User can set up an employer in PS via the “Enable in PS” link in the Employers Index screen as
highlighted below.

Once the employer has been enabled for PensionSync, the user should update the employer details within
PensionSync. To do this, navigate to the Pensions screen of the employer.
Two buttons are available for employers that have been set up with PS.
Click “Manage Schemes” for a direct login to PS. (All subsequent access to PS must originate from here.)

2

Users will only be able to extract details of schemes that have been set up through PS.
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When you log in to PS for the first time, you will see the welcome screen below.

Set up the details for the employer in PS following the on-screen prompts.
Then set up some payroll administrator details as below.

Set up Schemes
Once you have enabled the employer with PS, you can then set up the necessary schemes in PS and PS.
There are two start points
1. No schemes have yet been set up for the employer. In this case You can create the schemes in PS3.
2. Schemes have already been or are going to be set up directly with the pension provider. In this
case it may be possible to assign those schemes to the employer in PS and use it to send
contributions. See the “Allocate Scheme to Employer” section.

3

Provided the pension provider is supported by PS
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If a pension provider is not supported by PS, then this scheme has to be set up directly with the pension
provider and the details manually added to OE.

Creating Schemes via PS
Once the employer details have been completed, you will be presented with the above screen. Select
“Create New Scheme” to bring you to the following screen:

Select the scheme you require and follow the on screen instructions. Appendix A contains links to the PS
guides for the supported pension types.
Account Management
In addition to setting up schemes, it is necessary to confirm the payment approval options if it is NEST. This
is done via the Account link (top right of screen above). Select Account->Management and the following
screen will appear. Select NEST as the Pension Provider and ensure that the Automated Contribution
Payment is set up.
As shown below, by default payments will be automatically approved.
It is your responsibility to ensure that this value has been configured appropriately.
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Set up New Schemes in OE
You can retrieve the details for all schemes that have been set up in PS4 and download into OE using the
“Get PS Schemes” button on the Pensions screen in PS5. Add the Payroll Pension Ref and the Scheme Name
into the file before you import it into OE.
Once imported, you’ll see the new schemes on the pensions index screen below.

Update existing schemes in OE
You can get the details for existing schemes via PS once they have been assigned to the employer. Do this via
the “Authorize” link as described in the following section.

4

Schemes will only be available for extract once they have been fully set up with the provider and ready for use.
The extract from PS may also include details for existing schemes. Any existing schemes must be removed from this
file prior to the import of new scheme details otherwise an import error will occur.
5
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Once a scheme has been allocated to an employer, the scheme becomes active6 and you can get the details
via the “GET PS SCHEMES” button 7. (To view existing NEST scheme details in PS see the NEST section of
Appendix A.)

Allocate schemes to the employer
Any schemes created in PS will automatically be allocated to the employer.
If you have set up a scheme directly with a pension provider you must then allocate it to the employer in PS8.

Authorize schemes
You must authorise each scheme via the “Authorize” link in the Pensions index screen.
Any scheme with no authorization status or a status of “AuthorizationDenied” or “AuthorizationNotEnabled”
is not associated with the employer in PS. Select the “Authorize” link to add the relevant scheme to the
employer in PS. OE will then send the details of the scheme to PS. As long as there are sufficient details in
the scheme9 PS will allocate the scheme to the employer.
Where authorization is required, you will be prompted for your credentials. Once successful credentials
have been entered, the scheme will be assigned a status of “AuthorizationComplete” otherwise the status
will be “AuthorizationRequired”. If you select the “Authorize” link for schemes showing as
“AuthorizationRequired” you will be taken to the credentials screen.
(NB: In the case of L&G, explicit authorization is not required because the scheme will always have been set
up in PS and status is “AuthorizationNotRequired”.)
The following screen shows the result after:




a NEST scheme has been added to the employer and authorized,
a TPP scheme has been added to the employer, but its authorization stage has not been completed,
a new L&G scheme has been authorized.

6

When the scheme has become active it will be shown in the Active table on the dashboard in PS (currently for NEST
only)
7 There will be a delay between allocating the scheme and it being available and active in PS. Check the dashboard in PS
about half an hour after allocating the scheme to check whether it is active.
8 Currently it is not possible for PS to manage L&G schemes that have been set up directly with L&G. These must
continue to be handled via the existing CSV mechanism available in PS.
9 The scheme must have as a minimum the ERAccount value assigned by the Pension provider when the scheme is set
up, and a scheme type supported by PS.
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Running assessments
This section assumes that the schemes have been set up and authorized. The details in this section only
apply to schemes set up in PS. For all other schemes continue to use the current mechanism available in OE
i.e. the extract of .csv files.
Running an assessment involves the following stages:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Pre-assessment checks and updates
Run the assessment
Pre-approval checks
Approval of assessment
Sending membership and contributions details to the pension providers

Pre-assessment checks and updates
Prior to running an assessment, you have to check 3 things:
1. Have there been any updates to the scheme data?
Scheme details held in OE must match those in PS. To check for any changes, extract the scheme details from
PS using the “GET PS SCHEMES” button on the scheme index screen and amend the scheme in OE if
required.
2. Are there any workers’ instructions (i.e. Opt-outs) since the previous assessment was run?
Extract any workers’ instructions from the scheme in order to check for opt-outs or other leave requests
received by the pension providers. Do this on a per scheme basis via the “GetWorkersInstructions” link on
the scheme index screen in OE. OE will update employees with opt-out dates or left scheme dates retrieved.
Workers’ instructions are those received in the past 6 weeks, so all will be picked up at least once assuming
that the assessments are run every 6 weeks or less.
3. (L&G only) Have there been any new scheme members since the previous assessment was run?
Scheme members’ details are applicable only to L&G schemes set up in PS. For L&G schemes, once the first
member and contribution details are sent through for an employee, L&G will allocate a scheme membership
number to that employee. L&G will then expect that membership number to be included in all subsequent
contribution data for that employee otherwise an error will result. OE will add the scheme membership
number to the employee in PS for all applicable employees.

How do you do this?
You get the workers’ instructions and scheme members’ data from the Pension index screen.
The main assessment screen shows when the membership details and workers instructions were last
obtained and provides two buttons:


“FETCH SCHEME MEMBERS” – to fetch the scheme members for all applicable L&G schemes, and
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“SYNCHRONIZE SCHEMES” – brings you to the scheme index screen to extract the workers’
instructions for each scheme in turn10.

For any schemes not included in the PS solution, you won’t see the buttons and will still require to obtain the
opt-out details directly from the pension provider.

Running the assessment
Assessments will be run in exactly the same way as they are done at present.

Pre-approval checks
Once you reach Step 7 of an assessment, there is a PENSION VALIDATION button to open a screen showing
each scheme associated with the assessment being run – if the employer has been set up in PS.

Click “Start New Validation” to validate the proposed data to be sent via PS.

Once the data has been successfully received by PS, the Validation status will be updated to “Running” and
there is a link to “Update Status” for you to get a further update from PS.
Once the validation has completed the status will show either “Completed” or “ValidationError”. If there are
errors, click the link to retrieve the validation errors and resolve them in the data at the appropriate
assessment step before validating again at step 7.
Approve the PRP only once the validation status is showing as “Completed”.

10

These details can only be requested from PS one scheme at a time.
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In the event that you receive the following error this simply means that within this PRP there are no
employees who are actually enrolled in the pension scheme. In this scenario the assessment can be
approved and there is no need to send data to PensionSync.

In addition to the error being shown in OptEnrol, a more user friendly version can also be viewed from
within PensionSync. To view this, simply log in to PensionSync via the Manage Schemes button on the
Pensions screen. Once in PensionSync select "Alerts" from the menu (usually this will be the screen that will
be displayed when you log in to PensionSync). Click on the "Details" link for the error and you will see the
errors displayed in a tabular format. The details are the same as those displayed in OptEnrol but are
presented in a format that some users might find easier to read.
Errors should be fixed and the assessment re-run from the point at which the fix was made e.g. from step 2 if
a change is required to the employee/payroll file. The validation process should be repeated until all errors
have been resolved and the validation status shows "Completed".
If you are unable to identify and resolve the issues please take a screen shot of the errors displayed within
OptEnrol and click the "Download File" and email both to support@optenrol.co.uk along with any pertinent
information.

Approval of the assessment
Assessments are approved via the “APPROVE PRP” button as they are at present.

Sending membership and contributions details to the pension providers
Once the assessment has been approved, go to the Pension Provider Extract via the Processing History
screen. On the extract select “PensionSync”

On selecting the PensionSync button, you will see the following screen:
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Check that the Validation Status is “Completed” as a result of the pre-approval validation that was carried
out at step 7 and click “Send Data” to send the data off to the PensionProvider via PS.
Once the data has been successfully received by PS, the status will be set to Running and you will be able to
retrieve updates via the Update status link. When sending data to the pension provider, there will be a
much longer response time, possibly hours. Once PS has sent the data to the pension provider it will
respond with a status of “DeliveryResponsePending” and give an Expected Completion Time as shown
above. You should wait until that time has passed before checking the status again. As with the validation
steps, once the job has completed, the status will either show “Completed” or give an error status and you
can again retrieve the errors via a link that will be made available in this circumstance.
In the event of an error occurring at this stage, you should contact the OE support team having taken a
screen shot of the reported errors and a copy of the downloaded file.
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Appendix A Schemes Setup in PS
PS has created a set of user guides to explain the process of setting up new and existing schemes in PS

L&G
PS Guide https://PS.blob.core.windows.net/userguides/GuideToWorkingWithLegalAndGeneral.pdf


L&G only supports 4 weekly or monthly payrolls. Weekly or fortnightly payrolls would require to be
rolled up into a 4 weekly extract prior to presenting to OptEnrol

NEST
PS Guide https://PS.blob.core.windows.net/userguides/GuideToWorkingWithNEST.pdf


It is essential that the contribution and earnings bases are set up correctly. NEST applies strict
validation on contribution amounts against pensionable earnings and will reject contributions
submissions where the calculated contributions are below those values expected. Such cases will be
highlighted in the OptEnrol Change Summary Report after Step 6 in an assessment and will also be
detected at the PS validation stage prior to PRP approval. Unless you have set up custom
contribution and earnings bases in NEST you will NOT be able to upload contributions to NEST where
the contributions are below the expected values

You can add existing NEST pensions to an employer in PS. Do this in Account -> Management -> Provider
Preferences screen. Select Pension Provider = NEST and the following will be shown.
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Select “Go to a specific NEST scheme” at the bottom of the screen. Enter the ER Account number for the
scheme (starts “EMP”) and select Search. Follow the instructions to enter the credentials for the NEST
scheme to authorize it in PS. The credentials will be Username and Password used to log in to the NEST
online portal.

TPP
PS Guide https://PS.blob.core.windows.net/userguides/GuideToWorkingWithThePeoplesPension.pdf


For Relief at Source schemes (RAS), the employee contribution value returned to OptEnrol from PS
via the “Get PS Schemes” button gives the net employee contribution rate assuming that the
pension provider will reclaim the tax from HMRC. OptEnrol requires that when a pension scheme is
set up the employee contribution is set to the Gross contribution. For RAS schemes, OptEnrol will
then calculate 80% of the contribution value to offset the tax. For example, if the scheme details
returned from PS for a TPP scheme is 0.8% for the employee contribution, you must set this as 1%
employee contribution within OptEnrol.

Smart Pensions (SMP)
PS Guide https://PS.blob.core.windows.net/userguides/GuideToWorkingWithSmartPension.pdf

NOW
PS Guide *** COMING SOON ***

Aviva (expected to be supported by the end of October 2016)
PS Guide https://pensionsync.blob.core.windows.net/userguides/GuideToWorkingWithAviva.pdf




Aviva only supports calendar monthly payrolls i.e. 1st to last day in the month. Weekly, fortnightly or
tax aligned payrolls would require to be rolled into a calendar monthly extract prior to presenting to
OptEnrol
For Aviva schemes, the scheme details retrieved via “Get PS Schemes” will NOT include the
contribution levels. These will require to be set up manually within OptEnrol.
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